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	To the challenge: Your task is to conceptualise a commercial Deep Space Network, and make a high level business plan. Your DSN must be scalable as we venture further into space, thus your concept should take into consideration the following phases: Phase 1: Moon settlements Phase 2: Mars settlements Phase 3: Titan settlements and beyond In building your concept, you will have to answer the following questions:- How would you leverage and incorporate the existing MEO/GEO satellites of the SES network into the new commercial DSN?- What kind of other space and/or ground assets would need to be developed and deployed to enable your commercial DSN? - If you need to add satellites to the network, what size would you choose, and why?- Where would you position your satellites (orbits, specific points, etc.)? - What kind of communication technologies would you use, and what would need to be developed further to enable your DSN? - How would you make your network scalable as we expand human presence on other planetary bodies? - Considering what kind of commercial activities could take place in outer space thanks to the increased human presence, how would your high-level business model look like initially, and how would it evolve during the different phases? 
	From Space: Since the 1960s, spacecrafts call home via the Deep Space Network (DSN), a collection of giant radio antennas managed by NASA. The network's antennas are distributed equidistant on three spots on Earth - approximately 120 degrees apart in longitude. The DSN, however, has strong limitations: the actual system is nowadays almost always operating at full capacity, and the data rate drops dramatically to few kbit/s the further we go from Earth.  More and more commercial space missions are planned, and human presence in space will see a dramatic increase in the next few years. As we will venture further into space and will start to settle on distant planets, a DSN link will be even more indispensable. Long-term space missions will require connectivity data rates that are comparable to the ones that we have on Earth. Astronauts will need connection for commanding spacecrafts, performing critical operations in space and on planetary surfaces, sending and receiving never-seen-before images and scientific data, and calling their beloved ones on Earth, Moon or Mars. 
	description: Imagine a commercial Deep Space Network that will enable space settlers to get in touch with planet Earth while going further in the Solar System. 
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